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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Ruler Unit Weight Quantity

Width Volume Yard Meter stick

1. __________ - a measuring stick one meter long

2. __________ - how much there is or how many there are of
something

3. __________ - a tool used for measuring length or as a guide in
drawing straight lines

4. __________ - a standard amount used for counting, weighing or
measuring

5. __________ - how much a container holds; the amount of space
occupied by a three-dimensional object

6. __________ - the measure of how heavy something is

7. __________ - a distance across from side to side

8. __________ - a unit of measuring length; one yard equals three
feet
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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Ruler Unit Weight Quantity

Width Volume Yard Meter stick

1. Meter stick - a measuring stick one meter long

2. Quantity - how much there is or how many there are of something

3. Ruler - a tool used for measuring length or as a guide in drawing
straight lines

4. Unit - a standard amount used for counting, weighing or
measuring

5. Volume - how much a container holds; the amount of space
occupied by a three-dimensional object

6. Weight - the measure of how heavy something is

7. Width - a distance across from side to side

8. Yard  - a unit of measuring length; one yard equals three feet
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